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EDITORIAL 

  

Well – where did the first four months of 2017 go? Here we are just about at the beginning of  May 

already. Easter has just gone and it was really a good one for BMES with plenty of happy families 

visiting for our public running days. There is much to look forward to in the coming months and a look 

at the coming events section in this issue gives the programme. Special note should be made of  the 

Small Loco Rally and the Gala Rally. These rely on pre-planning and need your input as soon as 

possible. Now is the time to contact people from other clubs that you know and invite them to join 

BMES for our rallies. Tell them about the superior ride on the new steel supported Winterfield track 

and the 5” ground level from Hammer Hill to Haynes End. Let us make 2017 another  great year for 

our club – it is up to us all to make it happen. 

Tony Bullock 

 

CHAIRMAN'S CHAT 

 

Another running season is upon us and already we have two successful days under our belts 
and Easter is just around the corner, so with the warmer days it is time to leave your cosy 
workshop and join us at the club whenever possible. 
Site and track maintenance have been the main jobs tackled since Christmas and the mainly 
decent weather has made the job more pleasant, a number of new points have been installed 
which has meant re-alignment of the track in places, but no problems were encountered 
during the two running days previously mentioned. Well done to those in involved. 
A total refurbishment of the Garden Railway is underway with removal of the old track, 
widening of the track bed and work is now underway to install a double track, one in 45mm. 
and one in 32mm. with a passing loop. This will mean that more than one loco can run at a 
time. There is also the very basic frame work for a bridge to the inside of the circuit and 
thoughts for the future are of extending the track around the neighbouring raised flower bed. 
The garden line is always very popular with the public in the picnic area at Winterfields and it 
is good to see a slightly larger team getting involved thus providing more interesting viewing. 
The raised track boys (I use the term loosely) have made a new riding trolley for the track, it is 
very smart and having ridden on it, it is very stable. The plan is to build four altogether and an 
estimate is with the treasurer for his approval, they are all to be in Pullman colours with 
appropriate names, they will make an impressive rake. 
At Haynes End the site of the old crew room has been cleared and the two support bases for 
the new container are in place, there remains a little landscaping and further concreting to be 
done before we can set about sourcing a new container. 
In my last chat I mentioned the possible taking over the old wooden building behind the 
garage or conversion into our own toilet facility. On thorough inspection it was found that the 
basic structure under the building is in a very poor state and therefore we ditched the idea. 
Current thoughts are a possible extension to the clubhouse and installing toilets in there. This 
is at a very early stage of planning, any developments will be reported at a a future date. 
Those of us not keen on night driving have the opportunity with the lighter nights to attend our 
monthly Monday evening meetings and there are plenty of very good evenings in prospect. 
As these are very social events they are an ideal chance to just come along and be 
entertained. 
Sadly, in early February, Frank Hills passed away. He was a keen supporter of the club, as 
well as East Herts and North London Clubs. He will be greatly missed as his presence at 
Winterfields during running days sitting in the ticket office, chatting with the visitors was one of 
the long standing traditions of the club. A large group of members attended the funeral and 
our thoughts are with Joy his wife and her family. 
A full summer of events is in place and I look forward to meeting many of you at the site. 

Martin Cusden 
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CHARITY DAY 

 
On the 29th. May we will be holding a charity day to raise funds for the Keech Hospice in Luton, 

anyone who has had the opportunity to visit the Keech will be aware of the amazing work they do with 

those less fortunate than most of us. They are fully behind us and we have the support of one of their 

fundraisers to help us prepare and advertise. We are being slightly cautious for our first day as we are 

aware that we could be overwhelmed. We are planning a couple of extra attractions at the site and the 

Keech will have a presence as well. Posters for this will be available very shortly and I ask that if you 

feel able to get a couple displayed in your locality please let me know by phone or e-mail( see back of 

the Coupling ). 

Hopefully it will be a fine day and we can help this truly worthwhile organisation. 

Martin Cusden. 

 

 

COMMITTEE NOTES 

 

JANUARY MEETING 

Buildings: 

New container 

PC confirmed that the container available in Meppershall was not in good enough condition.  SS 

confirmed that there might still be a container becoming surplus at his work but he could not say when. 

Toilet Block 

NB has confirmed that the sewer line between the new block and the existing drain needs to be exposed 

and connections made good.  He has estimated a cost of £600 for drain work + £1,000 for fittings + a 

further cost for timber to remake the steps/ramp. PC estimated £2,000 in total but this has yet to be 

confirmed by DC. It was agreed to ask DC to produce an overall schedule of the work and his estimate 

of costs, and also to agree conditions for his taking on the project management. 

 Skirt round Clubhouse foundation. 

PC reported that he would like to see better under-floor ventilation in the clubhouse but having looked 

behind the skirt at one end he thought that the timber battens would obstruct a through draft even if the 

skirt were removed. 

Roadway and Grass 

BW reported that pothole filling had been done in the roadway by NB and he is awaiting the outcome 

of compaction by traffic. 

Rolling Stock 

MC reported that the overhaul of carriages had not started yet because he had been concentrating on 

point-building.  It was agreed that the overhaul should follow as soon as manpower became available. 

Track & Signalling 
Ground Level: 

BW reported that the actuator for Point 10 has now been installed. 

Point 56 has now been replaced but the Relief Line has not been re-connected pending installation of 

Point 55. The dualling of Point 2 is virtually finished and is currently being re-installed.  

Point 1 has been lifted and dualling work is in progress on the bench. The last piece of 5" rail has now 

been added meaning that the primary phase of the 5" Project is now only waiting for Point 1 and a 

handful of check rails at Badgers to complete. 

Garden Line: 

A meeting with JK is now needed to discuss and agree the plans for future development. 

Evening events. 
JP's programme was complete except for November and would be included in the printed programme.  

BW noted that JP had stepped into the breach last year but the committee needed to start looking for a 

replacement in good time this year.. 

Utilities 

PC reported that ACE were coming to overhaul the alarm system. 

Catering 
All appliances and cupboards have been cleaned as per advice from the environmental heath 

department of the local council in preparation for the coming season.  
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Health & Safety 

PC drew attention to the recently publicised case in the Southwest where a local authority had ruled 

that a railway club had to put childproof fencing around its track.  He said that a risk assessment had 

been done on our tracks and they complied with published guidance: he did not consider that we 

needed to take further action. 

Letter from Organiser with First Place Training  

It was a pleasure to see you on Wednesday when I visited the students and learning support staff for 

First Place Training working at Summerfield. It was wonderful to hear from you that in the last year we 

have been able to make a contribution towards the running and maintenance at the site and I do want to 

thank you wholly for the patience and time the volunteer team has had in supporting our higher needs 

learners too. 

First Place have accessed a range of community work based opportunities but the new relationship with 

Summerfield during this last year has really made a difference to some of our most vulnerable learners 

having a first working experience and also to raise their aspirations and esteem. 

Please extend my thanks to the Chair and other committee members for giving this opportunity to our 

young people. 

It really makes a difference. 

Any Other Business 

MC suggested that we designate one of our public running days as a Charity Day and donate our 

takings to a chosen charity; he believed that we could get significant help in publicising the day from 

the chosen charity.  

 

 

FEBRUARY MEETING 

Buildings: 

 New container 

BW reported that the hole dug for the new footings appeared to be too close to the hedge. 

There was no agreement as to whether the access to the new workshop should come from the spur off 

the run-around loop or off the end of steaming bay 2. It was agreed not to proceed with the footings 

until a proper ground plan had been prepared: MC will approach DC to draw one.  

 Toilet Block 

MC explained that there were 2 alternative proposals for new toilets, one at the back of the clubhouse  

and the other on the end of the clubhouse, coming up to the compound. It was agreed in principle to 

proceed with new toilets in an extension to the end of the clubhouse with the construction of the 

extension being in keeping with the existing building; the details of the construction were not agreed 

until the cost estimates had been investigated and proper plans drawn up. 

Track & Signalling 

Ground Level: 

BW reported that the new point 55 had been completed and installed on a trial basis but it would now 

be brought back for some welding before final installation alongside the new point 54. Point 40 is 

awaiting installation in front of the carriage shed.    The next construction would be a new point 45 

with point 51 to follow 

Garden Line: 

The new baseboards are progressing well, and nearing completion.  It is proposed to lift the existing 

track to re-lay as the inner circuit, renovating sleepers etc in the process.  JK will pursue any 

opportunities that appear to acquire good quality Peco SM32 track and points for the outer circuit.  

Evening events. 

MC reported that there would be an advert in the next Coupling for someone to organise evening 

events for the current year.  

Website 
BW stated that there appeared to be a problem with mails from the new info@bedfordmes.co.uk being 

rejected as spam and proposed that we ask the webmaster to create a new address, 

trains@bedfordmes.co.uk.  This was agreed. 

Charity Day 

MC reported that he had contacted Keech Hospice Care who will be very happy to be our nominated 

charity for 2017 and will support us with publicity.  Our Charity Day will be 29
th

 May. 
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EXTRAORDINARY MARCH MEETING 

The Chairman thanked Committee members for attending this extraordinary meeting.  He explained 

that he had convened it in order to get a final decision on the siting of the new container/workshop and 

on the access route to it. 

 

BW said that if the new container went on the site of the old caravan and was aligned with what had 

been the front edge of the van he noted that the most direct route to the container would be from an 

extension of steaming bay #4, but unfortunately this would involve a curve too tight for longer engines.  

He therefore proposed a new turntable, at the height of the steaming bays, just at the end of the new 

container. 
 

AG said that the short spur off the run-around track had been created specifically to allow an extension 

into the area proposed for the new container. He was concerned that he high-level turntable required for 

BW's proposal would need long outriggers to give it sufficient stability, which would constitute 

tripping hazards. There was concern that the line of AG's proposal came too close to the end of 

steaming bay #5: AG conceded that it would be necessary to shorten it by moving the buffer stops 

forward. 
 

There was considerable discussion of the pros and cons of the two proposals until the Chairman put the 

issue to a vote.  The result was unanimously in favour of the AG proposal, with PC abstaining.  PC 

observed that whatever decision was reached, it would be essential to stick to it and not go off onto 

something different after time and money had been spent starting on the project. 
 

The Chairman clarified that the agreement was for a single line (including 5") to access the new 

container/workshop: elaboration for additional sidings etc could come at a later stage. 

It was agreed that the new workshop would need an emergency personnel access at the end furthest 

from the main doors.  It was agreed that this access should be on the side away from the hedge so that it 

would be in open view.  

 

MARCH MEETING 

 Buildings 

New container 

TW had worked out some details of the fittings: he proposed racking on one side for the first 10', for 

the storage of 5" locos. Locos coming in would be run onto a wheeled trolley, say 8' long, which would 

then be wheeled to a place at the side of the shop for working on. He proposed 2 pedestrian doors, both 

in the side away from the hedge including one at the far end, which would be the workshop. MC added 

that a hoist would be needed in the ceiling.  

Toilet Block 

MC reported that there had been no significant developments.  A plan was needed to present to the 

Electricity Board to show that there was no threat to their pole; DC has made some drawings.  When 

the EB is content, the project needs final costing. MC to establish whether DC will lead the project and 

whether he wishes to have a team to help him; MC also to ask Southill Estates if we can remove and 

reuse the sanitary fittings currently in the wooden toilet block. 

Roadway and Grass 

BW commented that labour was needed to put down MOT from the heap. SOH also noted that the 

mowers would be back in service by the coming Wednesday.. 

Evening events. 

MC reported that there was still no volunteer to organise future events. 

MC added that there would not be a Committee meeting on Monday 17
th

 April due to the Bank Holiday 

public running but there would be a short meeting at 11.00 hrs on Wednesday 19
th

.  

Catering 

We have been advised that the council will be carrying out an Environmental Health audit on our 

facility shortly. This will be by appointment and should be on a Wednesday.  

Health & Safety 

NP reported that 5 fire extinguishers had been checked and some new signs were needed.  

A new "No Public Access" sign was needed at the level crossing at Winterfield. 

 Advertising 
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 MC reported that some posters advertising the Railway were available and he urged members to 

spread these around local shops etc. 

Jobs for the Young Adults  

PC reported that the fence was due to be finished by Wed 22
nd

 March. 

Any Other Business 

MC reported that the Freestones have offered Heather to the Club payable by 3 instalments. He noted 

that as Loch Trieg needed some major work it would be very useful to have another steam engine. The 

Treasurer commented that the Club could afford the first instalment this year. It was agreed to proceed 

with the purchase, subject to inspection and passing a boiler test. 

MC reported that the 7¼" Society were meeting in the Cub house on 6 May and 8 July and Gilly 

Rainer had asked if they could have a run round. This was agreed, subject to finding a driver for Lewis. 

MC reported that he was meeting with Keech Hospice on 6
th

 April concerning the Charity Day. 

BW noted that the track would need careful inspection and other housekeeping before the first running 

day of the season on 26 March.  There would be no relief line on that day due to point replacement. 

 

 

 

 

INSURANCE 

 

Would owners of Locomotives, riding trolleys and wagons please note that they are NOT covered by 

the club’s insurance when on the club site. It is the responsibility of each individual owner to ensure 

that, if they require insurance, they take out the necessary cover themselves. This information was 

given at the recent Northern Association of Model Engineers AGM by Walter Midgley who can 

provide the correct cover. This situation was discussed at a recent club committee meeting and it was 

very useful to get clarification. 

 

VACANCY 

 

After a number years John Parmenter has decided to retire from organising the Monday evening 

meetings. Under John’s stewardship we have been treated to some very interesting, informative and 

amusing evenings and the club wishes for the Monday meetings to continue in much the same way. 

If you feel that by giving up a little time and effort, it something you could do for the club please get in 

touch with either John or myself. I am sure that John would be willing to give advice initially. As we 

have a number of set events in the club year there are only five or six Monday nights that need 

arranging. The arranging for the year ahead is completed by November/ December ready for inclusion 

in the club diary which is published in January. 

I hope that somebody will take this up as these meetings are very much part of the social side of the 

club 

 

 

PERMANENT WAY – 5” PROJECT STATUS REPORT 

 
I am pleased to report that the installation of the 5" between Hammer  Hill and Haynes End has been 

completed. It has been successfully tested  with a Sweetpea narrow gauge loco hauling stock with Ride 

on Railways profile wheels (but if anyone would like to try it with a standard gauge 

loco..............................). 

 

The route down from Hammer Hill takes you into platform #1 at Haynes End, onto the turntable (make 

sure it is facing the right way!) and then exiting via the run round loop to the Up line for the return 

journey. There are two 5 inch "change-over" panels (one in the Down line near the small footbridge at 

Hammer Hill, the other in the run round loop at Haynes End)  plus a number of point modifications at 

Badgers Halt which should all be taken gently, at least at first. Further work will eventually add 5" rail 

to platform #3,  the engine shed  headshunt/signal box siding and the HH relief line. 

 

As a result of passing this milestone, we propose to have a formal opening on the first Club running 

day of the year - 23rd April. It is hoped that any member with a 5" loco will bring it along on that day 

and participate, so please put it in your diary! Those not having a 5" loco are, of course, also welcome. 

Brian Walton 
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TRACTION ENGINES 

  

On occasions we do get members who bring their traction Engines along to our Public running days.  

Their presence is always appreciated and creates an interest in the public who like to see and  ride 

behind the traction engines. This has often  generated positive comments on our Facebook pages. 

  

We are now getting requests from the public through Facebook to know when traction engines will be 

running at our open days. 

  

In the past the Traction engines that are run on public running days tend to be the smaller engines as it 

can be tricky when the car park is crowded to manoeuvre the larger engines around the cars. We do 

`advertise` each running day on Facebook and it would be great if more traction Engines could attend. 

How about it guys? Attend for a few days each year, even arrange a rota if you wish.  We always carry 

plenty of coal on site and if you require a specific type of coal it can be arranged if you give us notice. 

  

We would like to see more traction engines at running days so please come you will be welcome.  

    

If you can support your Club by bringing your traction engine along to a public running day (for all 

dates see the EVENTS page of our website), please e-mail roster@bedfordmes.co.uk  

 Dick Billington 

 

 

SMALL LOCO RALLY 

 

The society will be holding a Small Loco Rally on Sunday 18th June 2017, at Hammer Hill between 

11am and 4:30pm.  All the lines at Hammer Hill will be available 

The Garden Line,  both 32 & 45mm 

The Raised Track, 2½ , 3½ & 5 inch 

The Ground Level lines, 5 & 7¼ inch 

 

For 7¼, a small loco is one less than three feet long not including the tender. 

 

Unloading at Hammer Hill with visitor parking at Haynes End and there will be a train service to take 

people up to Hammer Hill. 

As this is a society event there will no Public Running. Further details available from Huw Williams. 

Tea and coffee will be available  

Huw Williams 

 

 
 

 

 

2017 GALA WEEKEND 
 

We are holding our Annual Gala weekend from Friday 1st to Sunday 3rd September.  Any help from 

members over the weekend, no matter how much, will be greatfully received. This will help to 

enhance our visitors experience. Any volunteers please contact the Gala organisers, details on the 

booking form. 

If any members know of any visitors who may like to attend please ask them to contact Mat & Gilly 

Rainer for further details. 
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CLUB EVENTS 

 April 

Sunday 30
th

.   May BH Public Running 

May 
Monday 1

st
.   May BH Public Running 

Monday 8
th

.   Club Night - The Vulcan Deterrant 

Sunday 14
th

.   Club Running 

Monday 15
th

.   Committee Meeting 

Sunday 28
th

.   Spring BH Public Running 

Monday 29
th

.   Spring BH Public Running 

Wednesday 31
st
.   Half Term Public Running  - Limited Catering 

June 

Sunday 11
th

.   Public Running 

Monday 12
th

.   Club Night – Short Talks Evening 

Sunday 18
th

.   Small Loco Rally 

Monday 19
th

.   Committee Meeting 

Sunday 25
th

.   Public Running 

July 

Sunday 9
th

...   Public Running 

Monday 10th..   Club Night – Outdoor Activity 

Sunday 16th.   Club Running 

Monday 17th.   Committee Meeting 

Sunday 23
rd

. .   Public Running 

August 

Wednesday 2
nd

..   Public Running – Limited Catering 

Wednesday 9
th

.   Public Running – Limited Catering 

Sunday 13
th

.   Club Running and Barbecue 

 

 

 

 

NEW CLUBHOUSE ------------PART 2 

 

From This            ---  
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To this, in four days  
 
The plan to build our new clubhouse required us to demolish the old clubhouse and clear the site ready 

for the foundations for the new building far quicker than ASAP. 

Our then President had prepared a plan for the clearance, with a very comprehensive Risk Assessment 

that required hard hats to be worn for safety. This enabled us to leap into action immediately following 

the Santa Specials. Early on the Monday a large working party assembled on site and we cracked on. 

Work on the foundations for the new building was scheduled to start on the Saturday following. 

The first task was to remove the old burger bar and this was towed away by the digger to the bonfire. 

We gutted and knocked out the walls and after our president demonstrated that the building was safe to 

stand on with missing walls and our treasurer had expounded on the new fresh-air ventilation system 

the building was pulled down and we took a well earned rest.  Others were busy taking the demolished 

bits to the bonfire area where it was sacrificed.            
 

Once we had cleared the old building, our digger operator got work and demolished all the old concrete 

foundations and scraped the area clean. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

The entire task took us four days, but the bonfire burnt for a lot longer. 
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For us, this task of removing the old clubhouse which had served us well for years, together with the 

clearance of the site to give access to enable the contractors set up the foundations for the new 

clubhouse was a major task. However many hands did make light work and we had dry but cold 

weather to carry out the task  

We observed safe working practices throughout and I can report that whilst many of us were totally 

knackered, there was only one injury when one member dropped his tea into his lap and we had run out 

of milk. I can also report that no damage was suffered to the Society Hard hat -----------the Chairman 

wore it all the time and stood well out of danger taking pics. 

All involved in the demolition enjoyed themselves. 

 
The new Clubhouse 
Even before we could demolish the old clubhouse we had to investigate, define, plan, fund and get 

approval for the new clubhouse. 

Even while we were looking at the necessity for a new building we were investigating different types, 

sizes and constructions of building.  We rapidly dismissed a brick built unit as being far too expensive 

to construct, plus it would require full building regulations. Even though it was probably by far the 

cheapest, a proposal to link three containers together was also turned down.   

We settled for the modern version of the old log cabin. We investigated three types and finally settled 

on one which to us looked the sturdiest and most suitable in size for our purpose. 

We discussed our proposals with our landlords who were generally happy, with only two provisos; i) it 

was in keeping with other buildings on site and ii) not too high to be obtrusive. 

Local Authority Planning informed us that if we kept the height below a certain figure we only required 

planning agreement but not full building regulations. So all OK there.  Practically, to raise the height of 

the building by approximately one foot would have cost in total well over £4,000.  
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In the meantime we were investigating how to fund the new building.  We found that a local 

organisation Green Sand Ridge would fund us, but we had to fund half of the costs.  Part of the 

conditions laid on us by the Green Sand Ridge, was that we used local contractors to conduct the 

building of the new clubhouse so that the money was spread around others in the area.  This condition, 

laid on us, was discussed at length by members and only finally put to rest when our Project Manager 

vetoed the discussion on the grounds of work load on members.  This meant that contractors laid the 

foundations, erected the building and installed the electrics and the rest we could do.   

The discussions with Greensand Ridge were not the easiest and were not helped when our treasurers 

computer crashed before back-up.  We also had to inform Green Sand Ridge that their suggestion for a 

member of their team to be on our committee was a non starter. 

Finally we all agreed and our request/proposal was ready for BMES committee approval when another 

computer failure caused it to be issued less the supporting request for the funds to build the buffet. 

With the help of additional donations and loans from members we finally passed GO got to start the 

new building.  See part 3 

Dick Billington 

 

PLYWOOD 
 

Many will have seen the `scrap` plywood that we have been using for some time around our site on 

various projects. This material is Multi ply hardwood that is  non corrosive and water resistant as used 

in the packaging industry for the manufacture of bespoke boxes, to transport items of value  ( artworks 

and steam loco models ) by the main auction houses. 
 

It is available for a contribution to their tea float as offcuts in two thicknesses ( nominal 8 and 17 mm ) 

and assorted rectangular shapes and sizes from; 
 

Packable Ltd. 

Unit 11 

Green End Industrial Estate 

Gamblingay 

Sandy SG19 3LF 
 

Tel. Nos. 01525 403 999  & 07841 141 369 

 

PIN BADGES 

 
 

Pin Badges of the BMES Logo are now available. Ideal for placing on clothing when visiting other 

clubs.  Summerfields sew on badges are also in stock. Contact Tony Bullock. 

 

 

NICK DEALS WITH THE RESULT OF THE VISIT FROM DORIS 

 

 

  
 

     Dick Billington                                       
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AROUND OUR SITE 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Work on the Garden Railway – Dick Billington 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Work on Springfield – Dick Billington 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sydney and George visit Summerfields – Lucy Locket 
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THE BACK OF THE TRAIN 

 

Ponder on these imponderables for a minute: 

  

  

1.If you take an Oriental person and spin him around several times, does he become disoriented? 

 

2. If people from Poland are called Poles, why aren't people from Holland called Holes? 

 

3. Do infants enjoy infancy as much as adults enjoy adultery? 

 

4. If a pig loses its voice, is it disgruntled? 

 

5. If love is blind, why is lingerie so popular? 

 

6. Why is the man who invests all your money called a broker? 

 

7. When cheese gets its picture taken, what does it say? 

 

8. Why is a person who plays the piano called a pianist but a person who drives a racing car not called 

a racist? 

 

9. Why are a wise man and a wise guy opposites? 

 

10. Why do overlook and oversee mean opposite things? 

 

11. Why isn't the number 11 pronounced onety one, like how 21 is pronounced twenty one? 

 

12. 'I am' is reportedly the shortest sentence in the English language. Could it be that 'I do' is the 

longest sentence? 

 

13. If lawyers are disbarred and clergymen defrocked, doesn't it follow that electricians can be 

delighted, musicians denoted, cowboys deranged, models deposed, tree surgeons debarked, and dry 

cleaners depressed? 

 

14. I thought about how mothers feed their babies with tiny little spoons and forks so I wondered if 

Chinese mothers use toothpicks? 

 

14. Why do they put pictures of criminals up in the Post Office? What  are we supposed to do, write to 

them? Why don't they just put their pictures on the postage stamps so the postmen can look for them 

while they deliver the post? 

 

16. You never really learn to swear until you learn to drive. 

 

17. No one ever says, 'It's only a game' when their team is winning. 

 

18. Ever wonder about those people who spend two pounds on those little bottles of Evian water? Try 

spelling Evian backwards: 

 

19. Isn't making a smoking section in a restaurant like making a peeing section in a swimming pool? 

 

20. Why if you send something by road it is called a shipment, but when you send it by sea it is called 

cargo? 
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OFFICERS and COMMITTEE 

of the Bedford Model Engineering Society 

President: Dick Billington  

 

Vice President: John Saunders 

 

Chairman: Martin Cusden 

  Tel: 01582 883260 e-mail: martincusden@icloud.com                    

 

Company Secretary:    Norman Pethybridge 

                             Tel: 01234 870335; e-mail: harrismagnette@aol.com    
 

Treasurer and Membership Secretary:Peter Chapman 

Tel:01462 813497; e-mail : petechapman7@btinternet.com 
 

Committee:  Alan Beard   Richard Bulley  Alan Gildersleve  Shaun O’Hare   Stuart Shotbolt   

                             Brian Walton  Terry White 

 

Coupling Editor: Tony Bullock 

  Tel: 01494 439098; e-mail  bullockt@aol.com 
 

Boiler Test Co-ordinator: Martin Cusden,  Tel: 01582 883260 e-mail: martincusden@icloud.com 
 

Boiler Testers:   Dick Billington, Peter Hodges, Nigel Freestone, Shaun O’Hare, Mark Bray 

All appointments for boiler testing to be made only via Martin Cusden 
   

E-media co-ordinator:  Brian Walton 
 

Mailing Address: 

Bedford Model Engineering Society 

Summerfields Miniature Railways 

Summerfield Barns 

Hammer Hill 

HAYNES 

MK45 3BH 

 

For more information please go to our website www.bedfordmes.co.uk  

 

Readers are reminded that any views expressed in The Coupling are solely those of the individual 

contributors.  They do not necessarily reflect the views of the editor or of the BMES committee.  They 

should therefore not be regarded as being part of Society policy. 
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COMMITTEE MEETINGS 

Held on the third Monday of the month in the Clubhouse 

. 

CLUB MEETINGS 

Held on second Monday of the month—check in The Coupling 

. 

WORKING PARTIES 
Wednesdays from 10am.  Workshop and Library open. 

Sundays from 9.30am—check if aiming to attend. 

 

‘The COUPLING’ PUBLICATION DATES 
Next copy deadline is 12th. July 2017 please! 

 
CLUB CLOTHING 

Club clothing available to order - contact Tony Bullock - bullockt@aol.com 
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BEDFORD MODEL ENGINEERING SOCIETY 

2017 Gala Weekend 

Members Booking Form 
    

Gala Dates are Friday 1
st
 to Sunday 3

rd
 September. 

 Please can you return this form no later than 11
th
 August  

 

Your Details 

Forename 

 

Surname 

Address 

 

 

 

Post Code 

 

Phone 

e-mail 

 
Other People accompanying you. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 On Site Meals 

Please tick the boxes for the choices for each person. A ticket will be issued for each meal 

booked. 

        Person 
Friday Evening 1 2 3 4 
 Fish & Chips     
Saturday Breakfast     
 Egg and Bacon Bap     
Saturday Lunch     
      
 Evening Sit-down Meal.     
 Main Course     
 Chicken Hotpot     
 Pork with Leek and Mustard Source*     
 Lamb Pastitsio     
 Macaroni Cheese     
 Desserts     
 Tiramisu     
 Chocolate Roulade*     
 Fresh Fruit Salad*     
Sunday Breakfast     
 Egg and Bacon Bap     
 Lunch     
      

*these dishes are Gluten Free 
 

Meals and Times Cost £ No. Total £ 

Friday Supper         1800 5.50   

Saturday Breakfast 0830-1000 2.75   
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Saturday Lunch      1230-1400 3.00   

Saturday Evening   1800 9.00   

Sunday Breakfast   0830-1000 2.75   

Sunday Lunch        1230-1400 3.00   

 Totals   
 

Accommodation 

Please indicate if you wish to stay on sight, as there are limited pitches available.   

Type 

  
 

Cheque enclosed (payable to B.M.E.S., please) for £..................................  
 

Please return to: Mat & Gilly Rainer,  

15 Chaucer Road, 

 Bletchley, 

 Milton Keynes. MK3 5AH    

Tel: 01908 366198 (ans.) 

email: mkrainers@btinternet.com 
 

Please advise if you wish to camp on site as soon as possible, as places are limited .  

All members are reminded to sign in at Reception, where all food tickets will be issued.  

Conformation of your booking will be sent. 

If you require conformation sent by post, please enclose a S.A.E. 
 


